Fulbright U.S. Student Programs
Updates for the 2022-23 Award
Application Period: Fall 2021

4% Decrease in Awards Worldwide (900+ in study/research and arts in ~140 countries)

NEW Fulbright Regional Office Hours (see https://us.fulbrightonline.org/)

Special Award Opportunities:
- Fulbright-Fogarty Fellowships in Public Health – on hiatus due to pandemic
- Fulbright-National Geographic Storytelling Fellowship (contribute to blog and other platforms) – submit portfolio and storytelling proposal; must be awarded S/R grant first, preference to candidates w/ demonstrated talent/experience in storytelling (Oceans, Land, Wildlife, History/Culture, Human Ingenuity)

Undersubscribed Countries w/in Regions:

East Asia/Pacific
More S/R applicants needed
- El Salvador
- Guatemala
- Paraguay
- Brunei
- Indonesia
- Laos
- Malaysia
- Philippines
- Taiwan
- Thailand

Middle East/North Africa
Government/research clearances usually required
- Palestinian Territories, Jordan, Morocco, & Israel oversubscribed
- Saudi Arabia (ETA only)
- Kuwait (Study/Research)

South and Central Asia
- Kyrgyzstan
- Sri Lanka (no ETA)

Western Hemisphere
Decrease in S/R applications for Peru

Sub-Saharan Africa
Fewer applications to Cote d'Ivoire & Rwanda; new requirements for Tanzania

Europe and Eurasia
Multi-country award for Bulgaria-Greece/Romania and Greece/Turkey; Finland arts & PhD candidates wanted; changes to arts deadlines/ requirements in Germany

Armenia, Georgia, & Ukraine